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Abstract 
Hennicker, R., A semi-algorithm for algebraic implementation proofs, Theoretical Computer 
Science 104 (1992) 53-87. 
A semi-algorithm for the proof of behavioural implementations of algebraic specifications pro- 
viding the basis for an interactive system for implementation proofs is presented. The algorithm 
is based on the principle of context induction which allows a schematic proof of behavioural 
implementation relations. The application of the algorithm is demonstrated by an example where 
an abstract specification of a small imperative programming language is implemented by a 
state-oriented specification of the language. 
1. Introduction 
For the application of formal specifications in the process of program development 
(e.g. by stepwise refinement) one needs formal implementation concepts which 
describe correct transitions between different abstraction levels. In order to be useful 
in practice, formal implementation notions should be supplied by appropriate proof 
techniques and tools for the verification of the correctness of implementations in 
concrete applications. In this paper a semi-algorithm for the proof of behavioural 
implementations of algebraic specifications is developed which provides the basis 
for an interactive system for algebraic implementation proofs. 
Behavioural implementations 
The underlying concept of behavioural implementations is based on the assumption 
that from the observational point of view an implementation is correct if it satisfies 
the desired input/output behaviour. For the formalization of this intuitive idea 
behavioural speczjications are used where a distinguished subset of the sorts of the 
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specification is declared as observable. The semantics of a behavioural specification 
is given by the class of its behavioural models, i.e. by all term-generated algebras 
which behaviourally satisfy (in the sense of [13] and [16]) the equations of the 
specification. As a consequence of the behavioural semantics, which allows to 
abstract from the non observable properties of data types, in [lo] a simple notion 
of behavioural implementation is defined which says that a specification SPl is a 
behavioural implementation of a specification SP if all behavioural models of SPl 
(after appropriate restriction) are behavioural models of SP as well. 
For the application of the behavioural implementation notion in practice we need 
appropriate implementation criteria and proof methods. In [lo] it is shown that 
behavioural implementations can be characterized by a condition on the set of 
observable contexts. More precisely, the characterization says that SPl is a 
behavioural implementation of SP if and only if for all observable contexts c (over 
the signature of SP) and for all axioms t = r of SP the application of c to t and r 
yields an equation c[t] = c[r] which is deducible from the axioms of SPl (for all 
ground instantiations over the signature of SP). For instance, a behavioural 
implementation of the usual specification of stacks (with observable top elements) 
not necessarily has to satisfy the nonobservable stack equation pop(push(x, s)) = s 
but it has to satisfy all applications of observable contexts to this equation such as 
top( pop( push (x, s))) = top(s) (where it is only necessary to consider ground instanti- 
ations over the abstract signature of stacks). 
Since observable contexts are particular terms (over the signature of the abstract 
specification) the syntactic subterm ordering defines a Noetherian relation on the 
set of observable contexts and therefore we can apply context induction (which is 
a particular instance of structural induction, cf. [4]) for the verification of the 
implementation condition in concrete examples. 
A recursive semi-algorithm for implementation proofs 
It turns out that in many cases implementation proofs by context induction work 
quite schematically although usually a lot of different cases of observable contexts 
have to be distinguished. Hence it is the aim of this paper to provide a 
(semi-)algorithm which automates (to a certain extent) context induction proofs for 
implementation relations. Given behavioural specifications SP and SPl for which 
the behavioural implementation relation has to be proved, the (semi-)algorithm 
works roughly as follows (since the essential steps of the algorithm are proofs of 
equations over the implementing specification SPl, which is in general not decidable, 
we speak of a semi-algorithm): 
In the first step (which corresponds to the basic step of the induction where trivial 
observable contexts are considered) it has to be shown that all ground instantiations 
of the “observable” axioms t = r of SP (i.e. t and r are of observable sort) are 
deducible from the axioms of SPl. In the second step of the semi-algorithm the 
induction step is performed for all contexts of the form f(. . . , c, . . .) where f is a 
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function symbol of SP with observable result sort and c ranges over all contexts 
over SP of sort, say St. For the proof of the actual induction assertion it has to be 
shown that for all contexts c of sort si and for all axioms t = r of SP (with appropriate 
sort), the equationf(. . . , c[t], . . .) =f( . . . , c[r], . . .) is deducible from the axioms 
of the implementation SPl (for all ground instantiations over the signature of SP). 
If the induction hypothesis cannot be applied for c (because the sort si of c is 
not an observable sort) a nested context induction over all contexts c of sort si is 
performed for proving the actual induction assertion. Each nesting of context 
induction is implemented by a recursive call of the semi-algorithm. For that purpose 
the algorithm admits, besides the “input” specifications SP and SPl, as an additional 
parameter a context which represents the actual induction assertion. In the first 
recursive call this is just the context f(. . . , z,,, . . .) with a distinguished variable z,, 
of sort s,. 
In order to achieve successful termination of the algorithm, it is often necessary 
to find an appropriate generalization of the actual induction assertion. Therefore 
automatic reasoning has to be supplemented by interaction with the user who may 
select before each recursive call a context which represents a generalization of the 
actual induction assertion. Moreover, in order to allow a more general use of 
induction hypotheses each (recursive) call of the algorithm obtains as a further 
input a set C of contexts where each context of C represents an induction hypothesis 
corresponding to a nesting of context induction. Then, if all steps of the algorithm 
are performed and the algorithm terminates, the principle of context induction 
implies that SPl is a behavioural implementation of SP. 
The concrete application of the algorithm is demonstrated by an example where 
an abstract specification of (the algebraic semantics of) a small imperative program- 
ming language is implemented by a state-oriented specification of the language. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the basic concepts of behavioural 
specifications and behavioural implementations are summarized and the principle 
of context induction is reviewed. In Section 3 it is shown how context induction 
can be used for implementation proofs leading to a first version of the proof algorithm 
which is presented in Section 4. In order to increase the power of the algorithm in 
Section 5 a refinement of the first version is constructed which takes into account 
some necessary generalizations. In Section 6, the algorithm is applied to an example 
and in Section 7 we give some concluding remarks. 
2. Basic concepts 
In this section the theoretical basis for the development of the semi-algorithm 
for implementation proofs is provided. In particular, the notions of behavioural 
specifications and behavioural implementations are summarized and the principle 
of context induction is presented. Most of the definitions and results of this section 
can be found in [lo]. 
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2.1. Algebraic preliminaries 
First, we briefly review the basic notions of algebraic specifications which will be 
used in the following (for more details see e.g. [5]). 
A (many-sorted) signature 1 is a pair (S, F) where S is a set of sorts and F is a 
set offunction symbols. To every function symbolfE F a functionality s1 x * . * x s, + s 
with s,, . . . , s, E S is associated. If n = 0 then f is called constant of sort s. 
A totaZSalgebra A= ((AF)SES, (fA)rtF) consists of a family of carrier sets (A,),,s 
and a family of (total) functions (fA)fE F such that f”: A,, x . . * x A,” + A, if f has 
functionality s, x f * -X s, +s (if n =0 thenfA denotes a constant object of A,). In 
this presentation we assume that A, # 0 for all s E S (for a discussion of empty 
carrier sets see [9, 151). 
A total E-algebra B is called E-subalgebra of A if B, E A, for all s E S andfAls =f” 
for all function symbolsfE F wherefAIB denotes the restriction offA to the elements 
of the carrier sets of B. 
A signature .E’= (S’, F’) is called subsignature of 1 (written E’c 2) if S’C S and 
F’c F. The restriction of a total E-algebra A to E’ is the E’-algebra AI=, = ((A,),,s8, 
(fA)/EF’). 
The term algebra W,(X) over an S-sorted family X = (Xs)sGs of sets of variables 
of sort s has as carriers the sets W,(X), of terms of sort s. For (f: s1 x . . . x s, + s) E F 
the corresponding function fwzcx’ is defined by f”z’“‘( t, , . . . , t,)dsff( tl , . . . , t,). 
If X = P, then W, (0) is abbreviated by W, and W, is called ground term algebra. 
Due to the requirement of nonempty carrier sets above, we assume that any signature 
2 = (S, F) is inhabited, i.e. for each sort s E S there exists a ground term t E ( WE),. 
A substitution u : X + W,(X) is a family of mappings (as : X, + W,(X),),,,. For 
any term t l W,(X), the instantiation a(t)dzf t[m(x,)/x,, . . . , u(x,)/x,] is defined 
by replacing all variables x, , . . . , x, E X occurring in t by the terms (+(x1), . . . , (~(x,,). 
A substitution u : X + W, is called ground substitution. 
The interpretation of a ground term t E W, in a E-algebra A is denoted by tA. If 
all objects of A can be denoted by a ground term then A is called term-generated 
(or jinitely generated). The term-generated subalgebra of a E-algebra A is denoted 
by (A). 
A particularly important notion in the behavioural theory of abstract data types 
is the notion of a context. For the definition of contexts we assume, besides the 
family X = (XS)SES of sets of variables of sort s, an S-sorted set 2 = {z, 1 s E S} of 
variables z, of sort s such that z, & X, for all s E S. A term c E W, (X u Z) is called 
a E(X)-context, if c contains, besides variables in X, exactly one variable z, E Z. If 
c contains no variable of X, i.e. c E W,(Z), then c is called a E-context. In particular, 
every variable z, EZ is a z-context, called trivial context of sort s. In order to 
indicate the variable z, occurring in a context c we often write c[zs] instead of c. 
The application of a context c[zs] to a term t E W,(X) of sort s is defined by 
substituting z, by t. Instead of c[ t/zr] we also write briefly c[ t]. 
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2.2. Behavioural specijcations 
The syntax of behavioural specifications is defined as in [ 131 and [ 161 where a 
distinguished set of sorts of a specification is declared as observable. 
A behavioural specification SP= (2, Obs, E) consists of a signature 2 = (S, F), a 
subset Obss S of observable sorts and a set E of axioms. Any behavioural 
specification is assumed to contain a specification BOOL of the truth values with 
an observable sort bool and the axiom true f false. The axioms of E\{true # false} 
are equations t = r with terms t, r E W,(X). 
For example the following behavioural specification STATE describes environ- 
ments (also called states) of a set of identifiers with values in the natural numbers 
where the sorts nat and boo1 are specified as observable. 
spec STATE=enrich BOOL, NAT, ID by 
sorts: state 
obs-sorts: nat, boo1 
functs: 
init : + state 
update : id x nat x state + state 
lookup : id x state + nat 
ifstate. then. else.ji: boo1 x state x state + state 
axioms: 
lookup(x, init) = 0 
lookup(x, update(y, n, s)) = ifnat eq-id(x, y) then n else lookup(x, s) ji 
update(x, n, update(y, m, s)) = 
ifstate eq-id(x, y) then update(x, n, s) else update(y, m, update(x, n, s)) j’i 
tjstate true then s, else s2 ji = s, 
ifstate false then s, else s2 ji = s2 
(The constant init denotes the initial state, the operation update assigns a value to 
an identifier and the operation lookup delivers the current value of an identifier. 
The notation “enrich . . . by” means that STATE is a (syntactic) enrichment of given 
specifications ID for the identifiers (with equality test eq-id), NAT for the natural 
numbers (with an auxiliary function ifnat. then. eZse.3) and BOOL for the truth 
values.) 
For the definition of the behavioural semantics of a specification [13] and [16] 
use the notion of behavioural satisfaction which is based on the idea that nonobserv- 
able data objects are behaviourally equivalent if they cannot be distinguished by 
operations with observable result. Formally, given a signature 2 = (S, F) and a 
distinguished subset Obs G S of observable sorts, a term generated Z-algebra A 
satisfies behaviourally an equation t = r (written A +,,eh t = r) if and only if for all 
Z-contexts c[zs] (where s is the sort of t) of observable sort, Ai= c[ t] = c[r] holds 
w.r.t. the usual satisfaction relation “k”. (Here only term-generated algebras are 
considered. Hence the slight difference in the definitions of [ 131 and [ 161 is irrelevant 
here.) A term-generated E-algebra A satisfies behaviourally the axiom true # false, 
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if it does not behaviourally satisfy the equation true=false. Since boo/ is assumed 
to be an observable sort this means that A k= true # false in the usual sense. 
The behaviour class Beh(SP) of a behavioural specification SP consists of all 
behavioural models of SP, i.e. of all term-generated Z-algebras which behaviourally 
satisfy the axioms of SP. The behavioural theory BTh(SP) of SP consists of all 
equations t = r which are behaviourally satisfied by all behavioural models of SP. 
For the deduction of equations over a behavioural specification SP = (2, Obs, E) 
we extend the equational calculus (cf. appendix) by the rule 
(R) 
true = false 
t=r 
for all terms t, r E W,(X). If an equation t = r is deducible from the axioms of a 
behavioural specification SP we write SPt t = r. 
The following lemma says that the proof system is sound with respect to the 
behavioural theory of a specification. (This fact will be used for the proof of the 
characterization of behavioural implementations provided in Proposition 2.3.) 
Lemma 2.1. Let SP = (2, Obs, E) be a behavioural specification and let t, r E W,(X) 
be terms of the same sort. If SPt t = r then t = r belongs to the behavioural theory 
BTh(SP) of SP. 
Proof. One can easily show by induction on the length of the derivation that any 
equation which is deducible from the axioms of SP is a behavioural theorem of SP, 
i.e. belongs to BTh(SP). For instance, considering the new rule (R) from above, let 
t = r be deducible since true = false is deducible from the axioms of SP. Then, by 
the induction hypothesis, true = false is a behavioural theorem. Since true f false is 
assumed to be an axiom of every behavioural specification this means that the 
behaviour class of SP is empty, i.e. SP is inconsistent. Then t= r is trivially a 
behavioural theorem of SP. q 
Obviously, even in the case of ground equations, the proof system for behavioural 
specifications is not complete with respect to behavioural semantics. However, 
analogously to Proposition 2.1.12 in [13], one can show that t = r belongs to BTh(SP) 
if and only if SPt- q( c[ t]) = m( c[ r]) f or all E-contexts c of observable sort and for 
all ground substitutions CT :X + WI. 
2.3. Behavioural implementations 
The behavioural semantics of specifications induces a simple notion of 
implementation which formalizes the intuitive idea that an implementation is correct 
if it preserves the observable properties of an abstract specification: A behavioural 
specification SPl is a behavioural implementation of SP if the behaviour class of 
SPl (after appropriate restriction) is a subclass of the behaviour class of SP. 
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More precisely, we give the following definition of behavioural implementations: 
Definition 2.2. Let SPl = (El, Obsl, El) and SP= (2, Obs, E) be behavioural 
specifications such that 2 c 21 and Obs c Obsl. SPl is called behavioural 
implementation of SP if for all behavioural models BE Beh(SPl), we have 
(B II) E Beh(SP). 
(B 12) denotes the term-generated E-algebra which is obtained from B by first 
forgetting all sorts and operations of El not belonging to E and then restricting to 
those elements which are generated by the operations of 1, cf. Section 2.1. 
Remark. Since it is assumed that any behavioural specification contains the type 
BOOL and the axiom true # false implementations with trivial models cannot exist 
and unintentional models can be ruled out by introducing appropriate boolean 
valued functions. 
The above implementation definition is essentially the same as in [lo]. The only 
difference is that here we have not required consistency of the implementing 
specification. This is motivated methodologically since the consistency in each 
refinement step is guaranteed by the implementation notion if the final product is 
consistent. Hence it is not necessary to check consistency in each development step 
but it is enough to consider sufficiently concrete levels of a development process 
where consistency proofs are usually much easier and appropriate consistency 
criteria can be applied. If, for instance, a specification SPl is ground confluent (i.e. 
is confluent for ground terms) and if for all axioms t = r of SPl the term t is different 
from true and different from false then SPl is consistent (cf. [14]). 
A crucial point for the usefulness of formal implementation notions in practice 
is the availability of proof methods which can be applied in concrete examples. For 
behavioural implementations we obtain the following characterization by a condition 
on contexts. (This characterization is the same as in [lo] but the proof of the 
proposition is reconsidered here since, in contrast to [lo], implementations are 
allowed to be inconsistent and the equational calculus is extended by the rule (R) 
of Section 2.2.) 
Proposition 2.3. Let SPl = (El, Obsl, E 1) and SP= (2, Obs, E) be us in Definition 
2.2. SPl is a behavioural implementation of SP, if and only if for all Scontexts c[z,] 
of observable sort sO E Obs and for all axioms (t = r) E E (such that t and r are of sort 
s), SPl t a( c[ t]) = c( c[ r]) holds for all ground substitutions (T : X + W,. 
Proof. “e”: W.1.o.g. let Beh(SP1) # P, and let BE Beh(SP1) be an arbitrary 
behavioural model of SPl. It has to be shown that (B Ix) E Beh(SP). 
Obviously, (B I-) satisfies true # false since B satisfies true # false. Then, by 
definition, (B iI) E Beh(SP) iff (B II ) kheh t = r for all axioms (t = r) E E, i.e. iff for all 
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(t = r) E E and for all observable J5-contexts c[z,~] (where s is the sort of t and r), 
(BI.)kc[t]=c[r]. S’ mce (B IX) is term-generated over J5 it is enough to consider 
instantiations a( c[ t]) and a( c[ r]) with ground substitutions u : X + W,. 
Now, let c[z,~] be an arbitrary I-context of observable sort QE Obs, let (t = r) 
be an axiom of SP (such that t, r are of sort S) and let u : X + W, be an arbitrary 
ground substitution. Then, by assumption, SPl k a( c[ t]) = c( c[ r]) holds and hence, 
by Lemma 2.1, (T(c[ t]) = a(c[r]) is a behavioural theorem of SPl, i.e. u(c[ t]) = 
u(c[r]) is behaviourally satisfied by all behavioural models of SPl. In particular, 
B bbeh u( c[ t]) = a( c[ r]). Since Obs c_ Obsl, the result sort of c is also an observable 
sort of SPl and therefore the equation u( c[ t]) = u( c[ r]) is even identically satisfied 
by B, i.e. Bku(c[t])=u(c[r]), and hence (BI,)ku(c[t])=u(c[r]), i.e. (B~,)E 
Beh(SP). 
“3” (Proof by contradiction): Assume that there exists an observable E-context 
c[zs] and an axiom (t = r) E E (with t, r of sort S) such that SPI b~u(c[ t]) = u(c[r]) 
for some ground substitution u : X + W =. Then, the inference rule (R) (cf. Section 
2.2) implies that SPl bL true = false and hence neither u(c[ t]) = u(c[r]) nor true = 
false are valid in the initial model Z of SPltdgf (2 1, E l\{true f false}) where initiality 
is meant in the usual (nonbehavioural) sense. Thus Z is also a behavioural model 
of SPl. Since Z does not satisfy a( c[ t]) = u(c[r]) and since c is a context of 
observable sort QE Obs, (I Ix) does not behaviourally satisfy t = r and hence (Z lz> 
is not a behavioural model of SP. Consequently, SPl is not a behavioural implementa- 
tion of SP. 0 
The application of Proposition 2.3 for the proof of implementation relations has 
the advantage that we need to consider only the usually finite set of axioms of the 
specification SP to be implemented. But, on the other hand, we have to reason about 
(in general) infinitely many observable contexts. For that purpose the proof technique 
of context induction can be applied. 
2.4. Context induction 
Let .E = (S, F) be a signature and S, E S be a subset of its sorts. The syntactic 
subterm ordering defines a Noetherian relation on the set of z-contexts c E W,(Z) 
of sort s E So. Hence the principle of structural induction (cf. [4]) induces a proof 
principle for properties of contexts of sort s E S,,, called context induction. 
For showing that a property P(c) is valid for all E-contexts c E W,(Z) of sort 
s E So it is sufficient to prove the following conditions. 
(0) P(z,) is valid for all sorts s E S,. 
(1) For all contexts of the form f( t,, . . . , ti_, , c, ti+, , . . . , t,) with 
- a function symbol (f: s, X. . . x s, + s) E F such that s E S,, 
- terms t,, . . . , t, E W, and 
- a E-context C E W,(Z) Of Sort Si 
the following holds: 
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If P( c’) is valid for all subcontexts c’ of c with sort s E S,, then 
W-(f,, . . . , Ll, c, &+I,. . . , t,)) is valid. (In particular, the validity of P(c) can be 
assumed if the sort si of c belongs to S,.) 
Proposition 2.4 (Context induction). Let _‘L = (S, F) be a signature and S,C S. A 
property P(c) is valid for all Zconbexts c E W, (2) of sort s E So if the conditions (0) 
and (1) above are satisjed. 
Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of the principle of structural induction 
whereby the ordering on the set of contexts is defined by the syntactic subterm 
ordering. 0 
Context induction has proved to be a powerful tool for the verification of 
behavioural properties of data structures and their specification (cf. [lo]). In the 
present framework context induction provides the basis for the development of a 
semi-algorithm for behavioural implementation proofs. 
3. Context induction for implementation proofs 
In the following we assume that SPl = (Xl, Obsl, El) and SP= (E, Obs, E) are 
behavioural specifications with signatures Xl = (Sl, Fl) and 1 = (S, F) such that 
.Z c 2 1 and Obs c Obsl. Then, by Proposition 2.3, SPl is a behavioural implementa- 
tion of SP, if and only if the following property P(c) is valid for all E-contexts 
c[z.~] of observable sort S,,E Obs: 
P(c) = true g for all axioms (t = r) E E (such that t, r are of sort s), 
SPl t, c[ t] = c[ r], 
where SPl t, c[ t] = c[ r] stands for: SPl E a( c[ f]) = a( c[ r]) for all ground substitu- 
tions u: X + W,. 
Thus SPl is a behavioural implementation of SP if we can show by context 
induction the validity of P(c) for all observable Z-contexts c. For that purpose, 
according to Proposition 2.4, one must first show that condition (0) is satisfied. This 
means that for all axioms (t = r) E E with terms t and r of observable sort s0 E Obs 
one has to prove SPl kz t = r. For the verification of condition (1) one has to prove 
that for all observable E-contexts of the form f( t, , . . . , c, . . . , t,) and for all axioms 
(t = r) E E (of appropriate sort) 
SP1t,f(t,,..., c[tl,...,t,)=f(t,,...,c[rl,...,tn) 
holds, where we can assume by the induction hypothesis that for any observable 
subcontext c’ of c, SPl kzc’[ t] = c’[ r] holds for all axioms (t = r) E E (with appropri- 
ate sort of t and r). 
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Obviously, if the sort si of c is an observable sort the induction step is trivial 
since SPlk--,c[t]=c[r] implies SPlE,f(t, ,..., c[t] ,..., t,)=f(tl ,..., c[r], 
. . . ) t,,). Otherwise, if the sort s, of c is not observable, the idea is to prove by a 
new (nested) context induction over all Z-contexts c of sort si the validity of 
P(f(t,, . . .) c,. . . t,)) (or in other words to prove the property PfC ,,,...,z i ,,...,,“) (c) for 
all S-contexts c of sort Si where P/c,, ,...,z,,,...,,,, I( c)dzf P(f(t, , . . , c, . . . , t,)) and z,, is 
the trivial context of sort si). 
Following this strategy we will now develop a recursive semi-algorithm where 
each nesting of context induction corresponds to a recursive call of the algorithm. 
For the realization of the recursive call we need the following embedding of the 
property P(c). 
Let cO[z,] E W, (X u 2) be an arbitrary Z(X)-context. Then for all E-contexts 
c[zs] of sort so: 
def 
PJc) = true a for all axioms (t = r) E E (such that t, r are of sort s), 
SPI~-,c0[c[t]]=c0[c[r]]. 
(Obviously, if z~, is the trivial context of sort s0 then P,,$c) = P(c) for all E-contexts 
c of sort so.) 
Now, let cO[z.J E W, (X u 2) be some fixed 1(X)-context. The principle of 
context induction implies that Pco(c) is valid for all E-contexts c of sort s0 if the 
following two steps (which correspond to the conditions (0) and (1) of the induction 
principle, cf. Section 2.4) are performed. Thereby, it is obviously enough to consider 
only those axioms of SP which do not belong to the axioms of SPl. 
Step 1. Prove that for all axioms (t = r) E E\E 1 (such that t, r are of sort s,,), 
SPl kz cO[ t] = cO[r] (i.e. P,o(z,) holds for the trivial context zsO of sort so). 
Step 2. Prove that for all function symbols (f: s, x. . . x s, + so) E F and for all 
i E (1,. . . , n}: 
- Case 1 (si = so): For all I‘-contexts c[zs] of sort s,,, for all terms t,, , . . , t, E W, 
of sort S1). . . , s, and for all axioms (t = r) E E\E 1 (such that t, r are of sort s), 
if SPl +z cO[ c[ t]] = cO[ c[ r]] then 
SPl Ez cO[f( t, , . . . , c[ t], . . . , t,)] = cO[f( t, , . . . , c[ r], . . . , t,)]. 
- Case 2 (si # so): For all Z-contexts c of sort si and for all terms t,, . . . , t, E Wz 
of sort s,, . . . , s,, PJf(t,, . . . , c, . . , t,)) is valid. 
[If the assertion in case 1 is proved, the induction hypothesis Pco( c) immediately 
implies the validity of PJf(t,, . . . , c, . . . , t,)). In case 2 however, since c is not of 
sort sO, the induction hypothesis can not be applied for c. But one could assume 
P,,(c’) for any subcontext c’ (of c) which is of sort sO. For technical simplicity we 
drop this assumption for the development of the first version of the semi-algorithm. 
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The more general version of the algorithm (constructed in Section 5) will take into 
account induction hypotheses of more than depth 1.1 
The above scheme for the proof of the property P,.,](c) (for all Z-contexts c of 
sort so) is the basis for the recursive semi-algorithm for implementation proofs. 
For the construction of the algorithm we need some simplifications which allow 
a more mechanic proof of the assertions in case 1 and case 2 of the second step of 
the above proof scheme. 
As a first simplification the definition of t, implies that instead of all ground 
terms t,, . . . , t, E W, it is enough to consider appropriate variables x,, . . . , x,. With 
respect to the assertion in case 2 this means that instead of showing the validity of 
PC”(f(C, 1 . . , c, . . , t,)) for all ground terms t,, . . . , t, E W, we can show the validity 
of Pcotrc,, z 3 . ,(2 . . . . X.,)] (c) where z,~ is the trivial context of sort s, and x, , . . . , x,, are 
pairwise distinct variables not occurring in CO and not occurring in the axioms of 
SP In order to guarantee that always appropriate variables x, , . . , x,, can be chosen 
we assume that the underlying family X of sets of variables (cf. Section 2.1) contains 
countably infinite variables for each sort s E S. Then the assertion in case 2 can be 
replaced by the following equivalent condition (**): 
(**) For all E-contexts c of sort s,, PCor ,( xI ,..., -_\,,_ .,.,,,,,(c) = true, 
where z,, is the trivial context of sort s, and x, , . . . , x, are pairwise distinct 
variables of sort s,, . . , s, not occurring in CO and not occurring in the 
axioms of SP. 
With respect to the induction step in case 1 we use a further simplification which, 
on the one hand, abstracts from the particular form of the contexts c and axioms 
t = r to be considered (by using fixed constants a,(,, p,, instead of the terms c[ t] 
and c[r]) and, on the other hand, transforms the meta-implication “if 
SPlk-,...thenSPlt,... ” into a single derivation condition which allows theorem 
proving. More precisely, we will show that (under some precondition for the variables 
of CO) for the proof of the induction step in case 1 it is enough to show the following 
condition (*). Although this condition is stronger than the assertion in case 1, in 
most cases it is general enough since usually the particular form of a context c and 
the form of the equations t = r E E\ E 1 is irrelevant for the induction step. 
(*I SP1 u {cora,“l= Co[p,“l>haf(x,, . . . , %,, . . ., x,)1 
= cO[f(x,, . . , P,, . . . &)I, 
whereby the derivation is performed in such a way that in any application 
of cO[a,] = cO[p,,,,] the variables occurring in CO are substituted only by 
terms over the signature 2 u {a,,, p,,} where a,(,, @,, are (new) constants 
of sort sC, and x, , . . . , x,, are pairwise distinct variables of sort s, , . . , s, 
not occurring in CO. 
Fact 3.1. Let cO[z,J be a Z(X)-context with variables not occurring in the axioms of 
SP. If condition (*) is satisjied then the induction step in case 1 of the second step of 
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the above proof scheme is correct, i.e. for all Z-contexts c[q] of sort sO, for all terms 
t 1,..‘, W, sort , . . . , and = E \E 1 (such that t, r are 
of sort s), 
if SPl kz cO[ c[ t]] = cO[ c[ r]] then 
SPlt--,cO[f(t, ,..., c[t] ,..., t,)]=cO[f(t, ,..., c[r] ,..., t,)]. 
Intuitively, this fact holds since any derivation of (*) can be simulated for (ground 
instantiations of) the terms c[ t], c[r] instead of the constants as0, &, respectively. 
Under the given assumption of case 1 this leads to the required derivation of (ground 
instantiations of) the equation cO[f(t,, . . . , c[t], . . . , t,)] = cO[f( t,, . . . , c[r], 
. . . ) t,)]. A precise proof of Fact 3.1 is given in the appendix. 
We can now derive a first recursive semi-algorithm for implementation proofs. 
4. A first recursive semi-algorithm 
In this section we present a recursive semi-algorithm, called proofl, whose aim 
is to prove for given behavioural specifications SP and SPl and for a given Z(X)- 
context cO[z,J that PCO( c) is valid for all Z-contexts c of sort sO. In order to keep 
the first approach simple, the algorithm proof1 does not yet take into account 
generalizations necessary for dealing with sufficiently general examples, but it 
provides the basis for the refined version of the algorithm to be constructed in 
Section 5. 
The algorithm starts by testing whether there exists a Z-context c of sort so which 
can be applied to some axiom t = r of E\El. If this is not the case the property 
PCo(c) is obviously valid for all Z-contexts c of sort so and the algorithm terminates 
immediately (cf. the test of (#) below which is decidable if the signature 2 and 
the set of axioms E is finite). Otherwise, if (#) is not satisfied, the algorithm performs 
the two steps of the proof scheme of Section 3 with the assertion in case 1 of the 
second step replaced by the condition (*) of Section 3 and the assertion in case 2 
replaced by condition (**), thus inducing a recursive call of the algorithm. 
Semi-algorithm proofl. 
Input: 
- a behavioural specification SP = (2, Obs, E) where 2 = (S, F), 
- a behavioural specification SPl = (El, Obsl, E 1) such that 2 G E 1 and Obs G 
Obsl, 
- a Z(X)-context cO[z,] with variables not occurring in the axioms of SP. 
Perform the following steps: 
If 
(#) there exists a Z-context c[zr] of sort so and an axiom (t = r) E E\ E 1 such 
that t, r are of sort s 
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then 
(1) for all (t=r)~E\El such that t,r are ofsort sO, 
prove SPl k-Z cO[ t] = cO[ r]; 
(2) for all (f: s, x * . . x s, + so) E F do 
(3) forall iE{l,...,n}do 
(4) if s, = s0 
then 
(5) prove (*) (see above) 
else 
(6) recursive call of proof1 with input SP, SPl and context 
af(xI,...,z,,,..., x,)], where z,, is the trivial context of sort 
s, and x,,. . ., x, are pairwise distinct variables of sort s, , . . . , s, 
not occurring in CO and not occurring in the axioms of SP. 
End of proofl. 
If all steps of the semi-algorithm are performed and the algorithm terminates, 
then the principle of context induction implies that PCO( c) is valid for all Z-contexts 
c of sort sO. (Proof by induction over the depth of the recursion: If no recursive 
call is performed, then the principle of context induction together with Fact 3.1 
implies that PJ c) = true for all Z-contexts c of sort sO. If the maximal depth of 
the recursion is n > 0, then for any recursive call the maximal depth is m <n and 
hence, by induction hypothesis for m, PcO,,c,, ,,, ; r ),(c) = true for all f: s, X . . . X ’ ’ )I’..” ‘1 
s, + sg and for all .X-contexts c of sort s,. Then, together with step (l), the principle 
of context induction implies that PcO(c) = true for all X-contexts c of sort so.) 
In particular, let SP be a behavioural specification with exactly one observable 
sort s,, and let SP, SPl and the trivial context zF, be the input of the algorithm. Then, 
if all steps of proof1 are performed and the algorithm terminates, P,,Jc) which is 
the same as P(c) is valid for all Z-contexts c of the observable sort sO, i.e. SPl is 
a behavioural implementation of SP. (The case of more than one observable sort 
of SP is considered later.) 
Note that proof1 is called “semi-algorithm” since in step (1) and (5) one has to 
prove the validity of equations over SPl which is in general not decidable. In 
particular, it suffices here (cf. the abbreviation ks) to show the validity of all 
Z-ground instantiations of the equations under consideration, which may be 
achieved for instance by induction over the structure of Z-ground terms. 
For that purpose one may use inductive theorem provers (e.g. the theorem prover 
of Boyer and Moore [l] or the Larch prover [S]). But since the “abstract” signature 
.Z is in general a proper subsignature of the “concrete” signature 21 the use of 
inductive theorem provers may be too restrictive. A possible solution for achieving 
sufficient generality is to relativize the equations t = r by Horn-formulas of the form 
repk) A . ..r,rep(y,,,)~t=rwherey,,... , y, are the variables of t and r and rep 
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is a newly introduced “representation predicate” which determines all ground terms 
over 2. 
Another possibility is an extension of the inductive prover of the TIP-system 
developed at the University of Passau (cf. [7]) such that induction over a distin- 
guished subsignature E of the original signature 2 1 of the specification SPl becomes 
possible. In the meantime, an interactive implementation prover, called ISAR, is 
developed which is connected to the TIP-system (cf. [17]). 
5. Refinement of the semi-algorithm 
The semi-algorithm proofl constructed in the last section provides a first step 
towards an interactive system for implementation proofs. However, in order to 
simplify the first approach, we have not yet considered the following more general 
aspects: 
(1) the use of induction hypotheses of more than depth 1; 
(2) generalizations of the actual induction assertions (for achieving successful 
termination); 
(3) more than one observable sort of the specification SP to be implemented. 
In this section the semi-algorithm proof1 is generalized by taking into account 
each of these three aspects. 
5.1. The use of induction hypotheses of more than depth 1 
Up to now, for showing a property PCO(c) for all E-contexts c of sort sO, the 
induction hypothesis is applied in the induction step for contexts of the form 
f(t,,. ..) c,. . . , t,) only if the sort of the subcontext c coincides with the result sort 
s0 off (cf. the remark after the second step of the proof scheme of Section 3). This 
really is a restriction, since, if c is not of sort sO, the principle of context induction 
would allow to apply the induction hypothesis also for all subcontexts c’ of c which 
are of sort sO. 
In order to illustrate this restriction by an example, consider the following 
behavioural specification SP: 
spec SP = sorts: sO, s obs-sorts: sO 
functs: a, b: +sO,g:s,,-+s, h:s-+s, 
axioms: g(a) = g(b) 
and the behavioural specification SPl which has the same signature and observable 
sort as SP but the axiom h(g(a)) = h(g(b)). (F or simplicity we have omitted here 
the basic type BOOL.) 
If we call proof1 for the input of SP, SPl and the trivial context z,~, then in the 
induction step (2) the function symbol h : s + so with observable result sort so has 
to be considered. Since s # so, proof1 is called recursively with input SP, SPl and 
context h(z,). Now, in the induction step (2) of the recursive call the function 
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symbol g : so + s has to be considered. Since again s0 # s a further recursive call is 
performed with input SP, SPl and context h(g(z,,,)) and so on. Hence the algorithm 
will not terminate although, instead of the second recursive call for h(g(z,,)), we 
could apply the induction hypothesis for contexts of sort s0 which would immediately 
finish the proof, thus showing that SPl is a behavioural implementation of SP. 
In general, in order to allow the application of “deeper” induction hypotheses 
the semi-algorithm obtains as an additional input a set C of contexts (with variables 
not occurring in the axioms of SP) such that any context c’[z,~~] E C represents the 
assumption PJ c). Obviously, after step (1) of the algorithm is performed, we can 
assume as a further induction hypothesis the validity of P,,(c), which means that 
we can extend the set C by the context cO[g] for the actual induction step. Then, 
for all function symbols f: s, x . . . x s, + so and for all argument sorts s, we can 
distinguish in the induction step whether an induction hypothesis (represented by 
a context c’[z.~,] E C u {cO[z,]}) can be applied or not, in the following way. 
Case 1: If there exists a context c’[z,,] E C u {cO[z,]} such that s, = s’, prove 
SPl u { c’[ a,,] = c’[&]} 
c, COD-(X,, . . .9 a,,, . . . , %)I = cw-(xl,~~~, A,, . . ., -%)I 
(under analogous assumptions as in condition (*) of Section 3 which will be made 
more precise in step (5) of the semi-algorithm proof2 below). 
Case 2: If si # s’ for all contexts c’[z,,] E C u {cO[ z,]}, then call the algorithm 
recursively as before with the set of contexts C u {cO[z,]} as an additional input. 
The distinction of these two cases is realized in step (4) of the semi-algorithm 
proof2 below. (Note that the initialization of the set C (in step (E) of the final 
semi-algorithm proof) implies that there always exists at most one context c’[z,.] E 
C u {cO[z,]} such that s, = s’ and hence it is enough to use in case 1 exactly one 
equation as hypothesis. Moreover, note that any proof of case 1 implies a correct 
induction step for the ith argument of the function symbol f: This can be shown 
analogously to Fact 3.1.) 
Returning to our simple example above, the first recursive call of the generalized 
algorithm obtains, besides the specifications SP, SPl and the context h(z,), the 
singleton set C = {z,,,} as an additional input. Then in the induction step of the 
recursive call for g : so + s, case 1 would be applied since the sort s,, of z,~~ is the 
argument sort of g and we can immediately derive SPl u {a,, = &} k h(g( Ly,J) = 
h(g(P.s,)). 
5.2. Generalizations of the actual induction assertions 
The recursive call in step (6) of the algorithm proof1 of Section 4 aims at proving 
the validity of PcotfcX, ,..., + ,._., X,,)1 (c) for all Z-contexts c of sort Si+ But in many cases 
this assumption is not general enough for achieving successful termination of the 
proof. Hence, as usual when dealing with induction proofs, it is often necessary to 
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find appropriate generalization the actual assertion. Therefore, 
reasoning has be supplemented interaction with user who 
to provide, necessary, an generalization of actual induction 
In our this means before calling the semi- 
one may a context, ci [ such that validity of implies 
the of P,wc~, Z5 ,,.__, (c) for Z-contexts c sort s,. the algorithm 
called recursively the context instead of . . . , z,~,, . . . , x,)] (cf. 
step (6) and (7) of proof2 below). 
As a trivial example consider the following behavioural specification SP: 
spec SP = sorts: sO, s obs-sorts: s,, 
functs: c, d : + s, p : s + s, h : s + sO 
axioms: c = d 
In order to prove that SP is a behavioural implementation of itself, we call proof1 
for the input of SP, SP and the trivial context z,~,,. In the induction step (2) the 
function symbol h : s + sO (with observable result sort s,,) has to be considered. Since 
s # sO, proof1 is called recursively with input SP, SP and context h(z,). Now, in the 
induction step (2) of the recursive call the function symbol p: s+ s has to be 
considered. Since the argument and the result sort coincide one has to perform step 
(5)ofproofl,i.e.onehastoproveSPu{h(cy,)=h(P,)}~-,h(p(cy,))=h(p(p,))which 
is not feasible. 
A very simple solution is to replace the context h( z,) in the recursive call of proof1 
by the trivial context z, which leads to a successful termination of the algorithm 
since, obviously, SPu {(u, = P,}I-~~((Y,) =p(ps). The replacement of h(z,) by z, is 
correct, since if P,,(c) is valid then PhCz,) (c) is valid for all E-contexts c of sort s. 
The next example shows that for achieving enough generality it may be necessary 
to choose a context over the signature El (instead of 2) for the representation of 
a generalized induction assertion. Let SP be as before and let SPl be the following 
behavioural specification: 
spec SPl = sorts: sO, s, S, obs-sorts: sO 
functs: c, d : + s, p : s + s, h : s + s,,, c, : + s, , v : s x s, -f s,,, w : s, -+ s1 
axioms: h(x) = 4x, ~~1, v(P(x), Y) = 4x, w(Y)), V(C, Y) = 44 Y) 
If we call proof1 for the input of SP, SPl and the trivial context zq then again the 
recursive call of proof1 for SP, SPl and the context h(z,) fails, since SPl u 
{h(ac) = h(P,)]~_ph(p(o.~)) = h(p(P,)) cannot be deduced. In this case successful 
termination can be achieved if we select the context u(z,, y) instead of the context 
h(z,) for the recursive call, since in step (1) of the recursive call we can trivially 
deduce SPF v(c, y) = v(d, y) and in the induction step for p : s + s, one can deduce 
SPl u {V(%, Y) = VW,, Y)} 
ä V(PCQ,), Y) = 4%, W(Y)) = 4L W(Y)) = V(P(P.v), Y). 
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The selection of the context z)(z,~, y) instead of the context h(z,) for the recursive 
call of proof1 is correct, since SPl I-h(z,) = U( z,, c,) and hence the validity of 
P .(,,,,,(c) implies the validity of PhCz,) (c) for all E-contexts c of sort s. 
The last examples show that it may be necessary to choose instead of the context 
cO[f(x, 3 . . . 3 z.s,, . . . 3 x,)] a “more general” context ci[z.J over the signature 21 of 
SPl for the recursive call of the algorithm. This has the consequence that for the 
deduction of equations one has to consider, more generally, all ground substitutions 
F : X + W,, with a(x) E W, whenever x is a variable of an “abstract” sort s E S. In 
the following the abbreviation t, has to be interpreted in this sense. 
With respect to the generalizations described in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 we obtain 
the following semi-algorithm proof2. In this semi-algorithm Xl is an extension of 
X to the sorts Sl. 
Semi-algorithm proof2. 
Input: 
- a behavioural specification SP= (2, Obs, E) where 1 = (S, F), 
- a behavioural specification SPl = (El, Obsl, E 1) such that 2 E 21 and Obs c 
Obsl, 
- a x 1 (X 1) -context cO[ zr,] with variables not occurring in the axioms of SP, 
- a set C of 21(X1)-contexts with variables not occurring in the axioms of SP. 
Perform the following steps: 
:‘#, there exists a Z-context c[z,] of sort s0 and an axiom (t = r) E E\E 1 such 
that t, r are of sort s 
then 
(1) forall(t=r)EE\Elsuchthat t,rareofsorts,, 
prove SPl kZ cO[ t] = cO[ r]; 
(2) for all (f: s1 x. . - x s, + so) E F do 
(3) for all i E (1,. . . , n} do 
(4) if there exists a context c’[z,~] E C u {cO[z,J} such that si = s’, 
then 
(5) prove SPl u {c’[cQ] = c’[&]}tlr cO[f(x,, . . . ) a,,, . . . , X”)] = 
cw-(x,,f~~ > PC,,. * . , x,)], where in any application of ~‘[a,~] = 
~‘[/3~.] the variables occurring in c’ of sort s E S are substituted 
only by terms over the signature C u { (Y,~~, pIr} where (Y,~ , ps, are 
(new) constants of sort s’ and x,, . . . , x, are pairwise distinct 
variables of sort s,, . . . , s, not occurring in CO, 
else 
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(6) select a 21(X1)-context c,[z,,] with variables not occurring in 
the axioms of SP such that, if P,,(c) = true then 
PCO[,Cl, ,..., Z, ,..., x,, 11 (c) = true for all Z-contexts c of sort si, where 
Xl,..., x, are pairwise distinct variables of sort sl,. . . , s, not 
occurring in CO and not occurring in the axioms of SP; 
(7) recursive call of proof2 with input SP, SPI, context ci[z,,] and set 
of contexts C u { cO[ z,,]}. 
End of proof2. 
The semi-algorithm proof2 is a generalization of proof1 which allows a more 
general use of induction hypotheses and which supports the successful termination 
of implementation proofs by the possible choice of generalizations of the actual 
induction assertions. 
Such generalizations are represented by contexts c,[z,] over the signature 21. 
The selection of an appropriate context c,[z,,] is usually the central task of an 
implementation proof which requires real brainwork and can in general not be 
automated. However, in many cases we can find an appropriate context c,[z,,] (which 
must be “more general” than the context cO[ f (x, , . . . , z,, , . . . , x, )] representing the 
actual induction assertion) as a subcontext of some context cl[z,J where 
cO[f(x, 3.. . , q, . . ., x,)] = cl[zJ is deducible from the axioms of SPl or as an 
abstraction of such a subcontext. Here “abstraction” means that some subterms of 
the chosen subcontext of cl[z,,] are replaced by variables. For instance, in the 
example considered in Section 6 all contexts used in recursive calls are selected in 
this way. 
On the other hand, it should be remarked that for an appropriate generalization 
of the actual induction assertion it might even be necessary to introduce auxiliary 
function symbols and to consider contexts over an enriched signature. For example 
for proving that stacks are behaviourally implemented by their usual array-pointer 
implementation we can introduce an auxiliary function symbol iterated-pop : nut x 
stack + stack which defines an iteration of pop-operations (i.e. iterated_pop(O, s) = s, 
iterated_pop( n + 1, s) = iteruted_pop(n, pop(s))). Then, using the context top( iter- 
ated_pop(n, zStack)) instead of the context top(z,& in the recursive call leads to a 
successful termination of the proof algorithm. 
It remains to handle appropriately the case where the specification to be imple- 
mented has more than one observable sort. 
5.3. More than one observable sort 
If the specification SP to be implemented has more than one observable sort one 
has to start the implementation proof by showing SPl+-_ t = r for all “observable” 
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axioms (1 = r) e E\E 1, i.e. for all axioms t = r where the sort of f and r belongs to 
the observable sorts Obs of SP. Then, in the induction step, one has to consider all 
function symbols f: s, x . . . XS,+S of SP with an observable result sort snobs. 
For any observable argument sort si E Obs the induction step is trivial since SPl u 
{a,, =Ps,}krf(x,, . . . , a,,, . . . ,x,) =f(x,, . . . , PI,, . . , x,) holds. Otherwise, if si is 
not an observable sort of SP, the above semi-algorithm proof2 is called with input 
SP, SPl, context ci[z,] (which is either the context f(x,, . . . , z,,, . . . ,x,) or a more 
genera1 context) and set of contexts C = {z, 1 s E Obs} where each trivial context 
z, E C represents the induction hypothesis for the observable sort s (cf. step (E) 
below). 
In summary, we obtain the following semi-algorithm, called proof; for behavioural 
implementation proofs. 
Semi-algorithm proof. 
Input: 
- a behavioural specification SP = (2, Obs, E) where I= (S, F), 
- a behavioural specification SPl = (2 1, Obsl, El) such that 2 G 21 and Obs G 
Obsl. 
Perform the following steps: 
(A) for all (t = r) E E\El such that t, r are of sort s E Obs, prove SPl i-, t = r; 
(B) for all (S: s, x. ..xs,+s)~F’suchthats~Obsdo 
(C)for all ie{l,. . , n} do 
if si & Obs, 
then 
(D) select a 21(X1)-context ci[zJ with variables not occurring in the 
axioms of SP such that, if P,,(c) = true then Prcx, , ,=‘,: .._, x,,dc) = true 
for all x-contexts c of sort s,, where x, , . . . , x, are patrwise distinct 
variables of sort s, , . . . , s, not occurring in the axioms of SP; 
(E) call proof2 with input SP, SPl, context c,[z,] and set of contexts 
C={z,IsEObs}. 
End of prooj 
6. Example: Implementation of a (small) imperative programming language 
In the following we reconsider an example of [ 1 l] where an abstract specification 
of a small imperative programming language is implemented by a state oriented 
specification of the language. We will show in detail how the semi-algorithm 
developed in the last sections can be applied for the implementation proof. 
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The specijcation to be implemented 
The behavioural specification PROG describes (the algebraic semantics of) a 
simple procedural programming language which admits usual basic constructs for 
imperative programs: the empty statement nop, the sequential composition “;” of 
programs, the assignment “:=” of an expression to an identifier, the conditional 
statement if then. eZse.$ and the repetitive statement for which repeats a statement 
n times (for some natural number n). (A similar specification is given in [3].) 
The semantics of programs is determined by a function value which evaluates 
pairs consisting of a program p and an expression e and returns a natural number. 
The results of such evaluations are observable since (besides the sort bool) the sort 
nat for the natural numbers is declared as an observable sort. 
The semantical function value is specified by the axioms (4)-(7). Roughly speak- 
ing, the evaluation of conditional statements and repetitive statements is reduced 
to the evaluation of assignments. Then, if the last statement of a program is an 
assignment x:= e, axiom (5) says that e, is substituted for x in the result expression 
e and the evaluation continues with the rest of the program. If the remaining program 
is the empty statement nop then the result expression is evaluated by a function val 
(cf. axiom (4)) which is specified in the underlying specification EXP for arithmetic 
expressions with identifiers. 
The specification EXP has the constructors natexp and idexp transforming natural 
numbers and identifiers into expressions and the constructors plus and mult which 
combine expressions by the arithmetic operations. The evaluation of expressions is 
performed by the operation val (in particular, expressions of the form idexp(x) are 
evaluated to 0, i.e. identifiers are initialized by 0) and the operation . [. / -1 is the 
usual substitution function. 
The specification EXP is a (syntactic) enrichment of given specifications ID for 
the identifiers (with equality test eq-id), BOOL for the truth values and NAT for 
the natural numbers (with successor - + 1, predecessor. - 1, addition . + *, multiplica- 
tion . * *, test operation * = 0: nat + boo1 and the auxiliary function ifnat. then. else* 
fi : boo1 x nat x nat + nat). 
spec PROG = enrich EXP by 
sorts: prog 
obs-sorts: nat, boo1 
functs: 
nop : + prog 
. ; * : prog X prog + prog 
. .- . . .- . id x exp + prog 
if then. else.5 : exp x prog x prog + prog 
for : nat X prog + prog 
value : prog X exp + nat 
axioms: 
(1) P;v=p 
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(2) nw;P=P 
(3) (P,;P2);P3=P,;(P2;P3) 
(4) uaZue( nap, e) = val( e) 
(5) value(p;x:= e,, e)= ualue(p, e[e,/x]) 
(6) vaZue(p;if e, thenp, eZsep,$, e) = 
ifnat(uuZue(p, e,) =O) then uuZue(p;p,, e) elseuuZue(p;p,, e)fi 
(7) vuZue(p ;for(n, pl), e) = 
uuZue(p;ifnutexp(n) then nopeZsep,;for(n - l,p,)$, e) 
where 
spec EXP= enrich BOOL, NAT, ID by 
sorts: exp 
obs-sorts: nut, bool 
functs: 
natexp: nut + exp 
idexp : id + exp 
plus : exp X exp + exp 
mult : exp x exp + exp 
uul: exp + nut 
.[./.]:expxexpxid+exp 
ifexp. then. eZse.ji: bool x exp x exp + exp 
axioms: 
uuZ( nutexp( n)) = n 
uuZ(idexp(x)) = 0 
uuZ( pZus( e, , eJ) = uuZ( e,) + uuZ( e2) 
uuZ( muZt( e, , eJ) = uuZ( e,) * vuZ( ez) 
nutexp(n)[e/x] = nutexp(n) 
idexp(y)[e/x] = ifexp eq-id(y, x) then e else idexp(y)fi 
pZus(e,, eJ[e/xl =p~us(edelxl, 4elxl) 
muWe,, eJ[e/xl = muWe,[elxl, de/xl) 
ifexp true then e, else ez$ = e, 
ifexp false then e, else e, ji = e2 
The specification PROG describes the algebraic semantics of our programming 
language on a very abstract level. In the next step we give a more concrete description 
of the semantics based on the familiar state transition concept for procedural 
languages. 
The implementation 
The specification PROG is implemented by a behavioural specification PROG- 
IMPL which preserves the desired output-behuuiour of programs, i.e. for all programs 
p the evaluation of p with respect to a result expression e yields the same output 
in PROG-IMPL as specified by the abstract specification PROG. 
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PROG-IMPL specifies the semantics of programs by a transition function trans 
which determines for a program p and an “old” state s the new state s’ after 
execution of p. For example the state transition of the sequential composition pi ;p2 
is the composition of the state transitions of p, and p2. The semantical function 
value of PROG is implemented by the equation (+), i.e. a result expression e is 
evaluated under the final state after execution of the program p (starting with the 
initial state init). 
For the description of states we use the specification STATE of Section 2.2 where 
the constant init denotes the initial state, the operation update assigns a value to 
an identifier and the operation lookup delivers the current value of an identifier. 
The specification EXP-IMPL enriches STATE by the sort exp, by the function 
symbols of the specification EXP and by a function eval for the evaluation of 
expressions under an environment of the identifiers. (Due to the first axiom of 
STATE, in the initial state identifiers have the value 0.) 
The operation val of EXP is implemented by the equation (++). The properties 
of the substitution function . [ ./ .] specified in EXP are valid in EXP-IMPL 
only “modulo the observable evaluation function eval” (e.g. the EXP-Axiom 
natexp(n)[e/x] = natexp(n) is not deducible from the axioms of EXP-IMPL; but 
for all states s the equation eval(natexp( n)[ e/x], s) = evul( nutexp(n), s) is valid in 
EXP-IMPL). 
spec PROG-IMPL= enrich EXP-IMPL by 
sorts: prog 
obs-sorts: nat, boo1 
functs: 
nop : + prog 
* ; + :prog x prog -9 prog 
. .- . . .- . id x exp + prog 
if then. else*$ : exp x prog x prog + prog 
for : nut X prog + prog 
truns : prog X state + state 
value : prog X exp + nut 
axioms: 
trans( nop, s) = s 
truns(p,;p,, s) = trans(p,, truns(p,, s)) 
truns(x:= e, s) = updute(x, evul(e, s), s) 
truns(if e thenp, elsep,ji, s) = 
i’tute( evuZ( e, s) = 0) then trans( p, , s) else truns( pz, s) ji 
trunsCjor(n, p) = truns(ifnutexp(n) then nop elsep;for(n - l,p)ji, s) 
(+) vulue( p, e) = evuZ( e, truns( p, init)) 
where 
spec EXP-IMPL = enrich STATE by 
sorts: exp 
obs-sorts: nat, boo1 
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functs: 
natexp : nut + exp 
idexp : id 
axioms: 
eval( natexp(n), s) = n 
eval(idexp(x), s) = lookup(x, s) 
eval(plus(e,, e,), s) = eval(e,, s)+eval(e,, s) 
eval( mult( e, , e,), s) = eval( e, , s) * eval( e,, s) 
eval( e,[ e,/x], s) = eval( e, , update(x, eval( e2, s), s)) 
ifexp true then e, else e,$ = e, 
ifexp false then e, else e,_fi = ez 
+) val( e) = eval( e, init) 
Fact 6.1. PROG-IMPL is a behaviourul implementation of PROG. 
Proof of the implementation relation 
In order to show that PROG-IMPL is a behavioural implementation of PROG 
the semi-algorithm proof of Section 5 is applied to the “input” specifications PROG 
and PROG-IMPL. In the following it is summarized how the algorithm works for 
this particular input. A detailed description of all steps of the algorithm which are 
performed for the proof of the implementation relation is given in the appendix. 
In step (A) of the semi-algorithm proof it is shown that all (ground instantiations 
of the) axioms t = r of PROG\PROG-IMPL of the observable sort boo1 or nut can 
be derived from the axioms of PROG-IMPL. In the induction step (B) all function 
symbols of PROG are considered with observable result sort boo1 or nut. The only 
nontrivial cases are the function symbols vu1 and value. 
Case 1. val : exp + nat. 
In the case of vu1 we select in step (D) the context evul(zeXp, s) with a variable 
s of sort state (which is a “more general” context than val(z,,) since PROG- 
IMPLt val(z,,) = evul(z,r, init)). Then, in step (E), the semi-algorithm proof2 is 
called with input of PROG, PROG-IMPL, context eval(z,,, s) and set of contexts 
{zhoo,, z,,,). (Th e selection of the context evul(z,,,,, s) is necessary since otherwise, 
if we would use the context val(z,,), the induction step to be performed in proof2 
would not be successful for the first argument of the function symbol * [. \ .I. Note 
that the context eval(z,,,, s) is a context over the signature of PROG-IMPL and 
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not over the signature of PROG. Due to the generalized version of the algorithm 
such a choice of contexts is possible.) 
In step (1) of the above call of proof2 it is shown that for all axioms t = r of 
PROG\PROG-IMPL of sort exp (e.g. natexp( n)[ e/x] = natexp( n)) all ground 
instantiations of the equation eval( t, s) = evaZ( r, s) are deducible from the axioms 
of PROG-IMPL. In the induction step (2) all function symbols of PROG with result 
sort exp are considered (these are: natexp, idexp, plus, mult, . [ - \ a] and 
ifexp. then. else.$). In any case the induction step can be performed straightforward. 
(Only for the argument sort id of the function symbols idexp and - [ * \. ] a recursive 
call of proof2 is necessary which terminates immediately.) 
Case 2. First argument of value : prog x exp + nat 
In the case of the function symbol value we first consider the argument sort prog. 
In this case we select in step (D) of proof the context trans(z,,,,, s) with a variable 
s of sort state (which is a “more general” context than vaZue(z,,,, e’) (with a 
variable e’ of sort exp not occurring in the axioms of PROG) since PROG- 
IMPLt- vulue(zP,,g, e’) = eval(e’, trans(z,,,,, init))). Then, in step (E), the semi- 
algorithm proof2 is called with input of PROG, PROG-IMPL, context truns(z,,,,, s) 
and set of contexts {zhool, z,,, }. (Note that the induction step to be performed in 
proof2 would not be successful if we would have used the context value(z,,,,, e’) 
instead of the context trans(z,,,,, s).) 
In step (1) of the call ofproof it is shown that for all axioms t = r of PROG\PROG- 
IMPL of sort prog (e.g. ( p, ; pz) ; p3 = p, ; ( pz ; p3)) the equation truns( t, s) = trans( r, s) 
is deducible from the axioms of PROG-IMPL. In the induction step (2) all (non- 
constant) function symbols of PROG with result sort prog are considered (these 
are: . ; ., . := ., if then. elsesfi and for). Thereby, a recursive call of proof2 is only 
necessary for the first argument sort exp of if then. eZse.$ and for the argument 
sorts id and exp of the assignment* := a. In these cases either the recursive call 
terminates immediately (in the case of id) or the recursive call is executed in the 
same way as the above call of proof2 (in the case of val) with “input” context 
evaKz,Xp, s). 
As an example we will sum up one branch of recursive calls and context generaliz- 
ations to be performed for the first argument of the function symbol value : prog x 
exp + nat. 
(1) Call of proof2 for the context trans(z,,,,, s) which is a more general context 
than the context value(z,,,,,, e’) since 
PROG-IMPLk vulue(z,,,,g, e’) = evaZ(e’, truns(z,,,,, init)). 
(2) Consider the second argument of . := . : id x exp + prog. Call of proof2 for the 
context evaZ( z,,, , s) which is a more general context than the context truns(i := 
z,,~, s) since 
PROG-IMPLk trans( i := z,,,,, s) = update( i, evul(z,,,, s), s). 
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(3) Consider the argument of idexp: id + exp. Call of proof2 for the context 
eual(idexp(zid), s) terminates immediately (since condition (#) is not satisfied). 
Case 3. Second argument of value : prog x exp + nat 
If we consider the second argument sort exp of the function symbol value we can 
select in step (D) of proof again the context eval( z_,,, s) (which is a “more general” 
context than value(p’, z,,,,) (with a variable p’ of sort prog not occurring in the 
axioms of PROG) since PROG-IMPLE ualue( p’, z,,) = euaZ(zrXP, trans( p’, hit))). 
Then, in step (E), the call of proof2 for the “input” context ez)al(z,,,, s) terminates 
successfully since this is the same call of proof2 as in the case of the function symbol 
val from above. 
(Note that in an efficient implementation of the semi-algorithm the system should 
be able to remember the actual parameters of all (recursive) calls which have been 
already performed in order to avoid repetitions of the same steps. Since this does 
not concern the principle idea of the algorithm we have, for simplicity, not incorpor- 
ated this aspect here.) 
7. Concluding remarks 
We have presented a semi-algorithm for proofs of behavioural implementation 
relations which provides the basis for a (partial) automatization of implementation 
proofs. Meanwhile this algorithm has been implemented by an interactive system, 
called ISAR (cf. [17]), for the verification of implementation relations. For those 
steps in which proofs of equations over the implementing specification are perfor- 
med, the ISAR-system is connected to the inductive theorem prover of [7]. 
The syntax of behavioural specifications is restricted here to the case of equational 
axioms. It should be remarked that the “context characterization” of behavioural 
implementations and the given proof-algorithm can be extended to the case of 
conditional equational specifications if it is assumed that the premises of the axioms 
are of observable sort. Moreover, we have assumed here that all behavioural models 
of a specification are term generated. If we generalize the implementation definition 
to non-term-generated sematics then principially the same algorithm can be applied 
but less implementation relations can be proved (are valid) since in this case it is 
not enough to prove ground equations over the implementing specification but we 
have to derive equations with variables. We have not adopted the non-term-generated 
case here since we are interested in executable implementations where all data 
objects have a finite denotation. However, if we deal with modular implementations 
(cf. e.g. [12]) in the context of a specification language then we have to consider 
also implementations with non term generated models. 
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Well-known alternative approaches to formal implementations are based on the 
“forget-restrict-identify” concept where the essential step is the identification of 
“concrete” objects which represent the same “abstract” objects e.g. by means of a 
congruence relation or an abstraction function (cf. e.g. [6,2]). Following the 
implementation concept of [2], which is based on loose semantics of hierarchical 
specifications, it is shown in [lo] that (under certain assumptions) behavioural 
implementations and “forget-restrict-identify” implementations are equivalent. This 
leads to the suggestion to use the semi-algorithm developed here as a uniform proof 
algorithm for algebraic implementations. 
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Appendix A 
A. 1. Equational calculus 
Let SP= (E, Obs, E) be a behavioural specification and let t, r, s, t,, . . . , t,, 
rl,..., r, E W,(X) be terms of appropriate sorts. 
Axioms 
t=t’ a(t)=a(r) 
for all (t = r) E E and for all substitutions u :X + W,(X). 
Inference rules 
t=r t = r, r=s 
r=t’ t=s ) 
t, = r, , . . . , t, = r, 
f(h,..-,tn)=f(rl ,... ,r,) 
for all function symbols f of 2 with appropriate functionality. 
A.2. Proof of Fact 3.1. 
For the proof of the fact we use the following lemma. 
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Lemma A.l. Let Xl be an extension of X to the sorts Sl and let p, q, t, r E W, ,(X1) 
be arbitrary terms of appropriate sorts. If SPl u {p = q} t t = r is deducible such that 
in any application of p = q the variables of sort s E S are substituted only by terms over 
the signature 2, then for all ground substitutions CT: Xl + W,, with u(x) E W, if x is 
of sort s E S, SPl u{p = q}ku( t) = CT(~) is deducible such that in any application of 
p = q the variables of sort s E S are substituted only by ground terms over the signature 
2. 
Proof. The proof of the lemma is straightforward by induction on the structure of 
the derivation using the above axioms and rules and the rule (R) of Section 2.2. In 
particular, the induction step for the transitivity rule uses the fact that any signature 
is assumed to be inhabited (cf. Section 2.1), i.e. there exists a ground term for each 
sort of a signature. Note that the lemma is formulated in a more general way than 
actually needed below in order to allow a successful induction step for the transitivity 
rule. q 
We are now ready to prove Fact 3.1. Let c[z,] be an arbitrary E-context of sort 
sO, let t,, . . . , t, E W, be arbitrary ground terms of sort s, , . . . , s, and let (t = r) E 
E\E 1 be an axiom such that t, r are of sort s. We have to show that if condition 
(*) is satisfied, then for all ground substitutions (T: X + W,, 
SPlta(cO[f(t ,,..., c[t] ,..., t,)])=c(cO[f(t ,,..., c[r] ,..., t,)]) 
holds whenever SPl kz cO[ c[ t]] = cO[ c[ r]] holds. 
Now, let v : X + W, be an arbitrary ground substitution. Condition (*) implies that 
(I) SPI u {cO[%J = cOi?%,l) 
ta’(cO[f(x,, . . . , a.so,. . ., &)I) = p’(cO[f(x,, . . . , P.q,, . ‘. , &)I) 
where u’: X + W, is defined by (T’(x,)~~~ ti, u’(x)~~~ a(x) if x # x, (for i = 1,. . . , n) 
and the derivation is performed in such a way that in any application of cO[a,,] = 
cO[p,] the variables occurring in CO are substituted only by terms over the signature 
2 u {a,YO, p,}. Since (Y,“, & are new constants of sort s0 the derivation (1) can be 
simulated for a( c[ t]) and c(c[ r]) instead of aso, p5,, resp., thus obtaining a derivation 
(2) SPlu{cO[c~(c[t])]=cO[a(c[r])]} 
t---(cO[f(t,, . . , c[tl,. . . , &)I) =a(cO[f(t,, . . . , c[rl,. . . , t,)l) 
where in any application of cO[a( c[ t])] = cO[ r( c[ r])] the variables occurring in CO 
are substituted only by terms over the signature 2. (In particular, if a variable x of 
CO had been instantiated in the derivation (1) by a term t’ containing LYE,, and/or 
PO, then x is instantiated in the simulating derivation (2) by the term 
t’[a(c[tl)l%O, ~(c[rl)l&l where Q,~, P, are replaced by a( c[ t]), r( c[ r]) respec- 
tively.) Note that the term a(cO[f( t, , . . . , c[t], . , t,)]) coincides with the term 
u’(cO[f(x,, . ‘. , u(c[tl), . . . , x,)]) and a( cO[ f ( t, , . . . , c[ r], . . . , t,)]) coincides with 
fl'(cO[f(xl, . . . , u(c[rl), . . . , x,)]) by definition of u’ using the assumption that 
Xl,..., x, do not occur in CO. 
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Now, Lemma A.1 implies that the derivation (2) can even be performed in such 
a way that in any application of cO[ a( c[ t])] = cO[ (+( c[ r])] the variables occurring 
in CO are substituted only by ground terms over the signature 2, i.e. for the deduction 
of cr(cO[f( tl , . . . , c[ t], . . . , t,)]) = cr(cO[f( t,, . . . , c[ r], . . . , t,)]) it is only necessary 
to use, besides the axioms of SPl, equations of the form al(cO[a( c[ t])]) = 
crl (~O[(T( c[ r])]) where al : X + W, is a ground substitution. Since it is assumed 
that the variables of CO do not occur in the axioms of SP there exists for any 
substitution (~1: X + W, a substitution a2 : X + W, such that c2(cO[c[ t]]) = 
~l(adcrtl)l) and a2( cO[ c[ r]]) = al (cO[ a( c[ r])]). Hence the equation 
g( cO[f( tl , . . , c[ t], . . . , t,)]) = a( cO[f( t, , . . . , c[ r], . . . , t,)]) can be derived from 
the axioms of SPl together with a finite set of equations of the form a2( cO[c[ t]]) = 
a2(cO[c[r]]) where (~2: X -+ W, is a ground substitution. Since it is assumed that 
SPl t--E cO[c[ t]] = cO[c[r]] holds we then obtain, as desired, that 
SPlka(cO[f(t ,,..., c[t] ,..., t,)])=a(cO[f(t ,,..., c[r] ,..., t,)]) 
holds. q 
A.3. Proof of Fact 6.1 
To show that PROG-IMPL is a behavioural implementation of PROG we apply 
the semi-algorithm proof of Section 5 to the “input” specifications PROG and 
PROG-IMPL. We verify the five steps (A)-(E) of proof 
(A) It has to be shown that all (ground instantiations of the) axioms t = r of 
PROG\PROG-IMPL with terms t, r of the observable sort nat or boo1 can 
be derived from the axioms of PROG-IMPL. (Here and in all following steps 
it is not relevant whether we consider ground instantiations w.r.t the signature 
of PROG or w.r.t. the signature of PROG-IMPL.) 
We first derive the axioms for the definition of the function ual (given in 
the subspecification EXP of PROG) from the axioms of PROG-IMPL. These 
axioms can be derived already without considering ground instantiations. 
PROG-IMPLt- ual(natexp(n)) = eval(natexp(n), init) = n. 
PROG-IMPLk uaZ(idexp(x)) = evaI( idexp(x), init) = lookup(x, init) = 0. 
PROG-IMPLk ual( plus( e, , e2)) = evaZ( plus( e, , e,), init) 
= evaZ( e, , init) + eval( e,, init) = ual( e,) + vaZ( e,). 
PROG-IMPLk vaZ( mult( e, , eJ) = . . . = vaZ( e,) * vaZ( e,) (analogously) 
Next, we consider the axioms of PROG for the definition of the function value. 
Apart from the third of these axioms all equations can be derived already without 
considering ground instantiations. 
PROG-IMPLk vaZue( nop, e) = eval( e, trans( nop, init)) = eval( e, init) = val(e). 
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PROG-IMPLk value( p ; x := e, , e) = eval(e, trans( p ; x := e, , init)) 
= eual(e, truns(x := e, , truns( p, init))) 
= evul(e, updute(x, evul(e, , fruns( p, init)), truns( p, init))) 
= evuZ(e[e,/x], truns(p, init)) = vulue(p, e[e,/x]). 
PROG-IMPLE vulue( p ; ife, then p1 else pz$, e) 
= evul( e, truns( p ; ifer then p, else p2 f;, init)) 
= evuZ( e, truns( ife, then p, elsep,3, fruns( p, init))) 
= euuZ( e, ifstate (euul( e, , truns( p, init)) = 0) then 
truns( p, , fruns( p, init)) 
else truns( p2, fruns( p, init)) ji) 
= evaf(e, zfitute( vulue(p, e,) = 0) then truns(p,, truns(p, init)) 
else truns( p2, truns( p, inif)) fi). 
We can now assume that p and e, are ground terms and utilize the fact that 
PROG-IMPL is sufficiently complete over BOOL, i.e. (vufue(p, e,) = 0) can be 
reduced to the term true or to the term false by the axioms of PROG-IMPL. In the 
first case the derivation can be continued as follows: 
= euul( e, ifstate true then truns( p, , fruns( p, init)) else 
truns( pZ, truns( p, inif)) ji) 
= evul( e, truns( p, , truns( p, init))) = euul( e, truns( p ;pl, inif)) 
= uulue(p;p,, e) 
= ifnut(vaZue(p, e,)=O) thenvulue(p;p,, e) elseuuZue(p;p,, e)$. 
The second case, if (vulue(p, e,) = 0) reduces to false, works analogously. 
PROG-IMPLt-nulue(p;for(n,p,), e) = euul(e, truns(p;for(n,p,), inif)) 
= eual(e, fruns(for( n, p,), truns(p, init))) 
= evuZ( e, truns( ifnutexp( n) then nop elsep, ;for( n - 1, pl) fi, 
truns( p, init))) 
= euul( e, truns( p ; ifnutexp( n) then nop elsep, ;jior( n - 1, p,) 
ji, init)) 
= uuZue(p;ifnutexp(n) then nopeZsep,;for(n-l,p,)Ji, e). 
(B) We have to consider all function symbols of PROG with observable result 
sort bool or nut. These are the function symbols of BOOL and NAT and the function 
symbols eq-id, vu1 and value. 
(C) For all function symbols of BOOL and NAT the argument sorts are observ- 
able. Hence in these cases there is nothing to do. 
It remains to perform the steps (D) and (E) for each argument position of eq-id, 
vu1 and value (cases (a)-(e)). 
(a) First argument of eq-id : id x id + bool. 
(D) We select the context eq-id(zid, i) with a variable i of sort id. 
(E) The call of proof2 terminates immediately since there exists no axiom t = r 
of PROG to which a context of sort id can be applied and therefore the condition 
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(#) is not satisfied. (Thereby it is assumed that the (sub)specification ID for the 
identifiers is defined accordingly.) 
(b) Second argument of eq-id : id x id + bool. Analogously. 
(c) Argument of ual: exp + nut. 
(D) We select the context e2)uZ(z,_,, s) with a variable s or sort state. Since 
PROG-IMPLt- vuZ(z,,) = evuZ(z,_,, init), obviously Peuar(z,,,,sj(~) implies Pvor(z,,,j(~) 
for any context c of sort exp. 
(E) Call of proof2 for the input specifications PROG and PROG-IMPL, for the 
context evaZ( z,,, s) and for the set of contexts C = {zhool, z,,,}. 
According to the definition of proof2 we perform the following steps (note that 
condition (#) is satisfied for s0 = exp): 
Step (1). It has to be shown that for all axioms t = r of PROG\PROG-IMPL 
with terms t, r of sort exp, PROG-IMPLk a( evuZ( t, s)) = cr(evuZ( r, s)) for all ground 
substitutions u. In the following of this step, apart from the second axiom of sort 
exp, all equations can already be derived without considering ground instantiations. 
PROG-IMPLk evuZ( natexp( n)[ e/x], s) 
= euuZ(nutexp(n), updute(x, evuZ(e, s), s)) 
= n = euuZ( nutexp( n), s). 
PROG-IMPLt-eevuZ(idexp(y)[e/x], s) = evuZ(idexp(y), updute(x, evuZ(e, s), s)) 
= Zookup(y, updute(x, euuZ(e, s), s)) 
= ifiut eq-id (y, x) then euuZ( e, s) else Zookup(y, s) ji. 
We can now assume that x and y are ground terms and that eq-id(y, x) can be 
reduced to the term true or to the term false by the axioms of the subspecification 
ID of PROG-IMPL. In the first case the derivation can be continued as follows: 
= ifnut true then euuZ(e, s) else Zookup(y, s) ji = evaZ( e, s) 
= euuZ( ifexp true then e else idexp(y) ji, s) 
= euuZ( ifexp eq-id (y, x) then e else idexp(y) ji, s). 
In the second case, if eq-id(y, x) reduces to false, we continue as follows: 
= ifnut false then euuZ( e, s) else Zookup(y, s)$ = Zookup(y, s) 
= euuZ( idexp(y), s) = evuZ( ifexp false then e else idexp(y) Ji, s) 
= euuZ( ifexp eq-id (y, x) then e else idexp(y) ji, s). 
PROG-IMPLt- euuZ( pZus( e, , eJ[ e/x], s) 
= evaZ( pZus( e, , e,), updute(x, euuZ( e, s), s)) 
= euuZ( e, , updute(x, euuZ(e, s), s)) 
+euuZ(e,, updute(x, euuZ(e, s), s)) 
= euaZ(e,[e/x], s) + euuZ(e,[e/x], s) 
= euuZ(pZus(e,[e/x], eJe/x]), s). 
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PROG-IMPLt- eval( mult( e, , e,)[e/x], s) = . . . = eval(muZf(e,[e/x], e,[e/x]), s) 
(analogously). 
Step (2). We have to consider all function symbols of PROG with result sort exp. 
These are: natexp, idexp, plus, mult, .[ .\ .I, and ifexp. then. e1se.j. 
Step (3). For each of these function symbols we distinguish all possible argument 
positions. 
l Argument of natexp : nut + exp. 
(4) Since z,,, E {zboolr z,,O u {er4z,,, s)}, we continue with (5). 
(5) PROG-IMPLu {a,,,, = Pnu,}t evaZ( natexp( a,,,), s) = evaZ( natexp(/?,,,), s). 
(As in many of the following steps the derivation can already be performed 
without considering ground instantiations.) 
l Argument of idexp : id + exp. 
(4) Since there exists no context of the form c[z,~] in {zhoolr z,,,} u {eval(z,,, s)}, 
we continue with (6). 
(6) We select the context eval(idexp(zgd), s). 
(7) The recursive call of proof2 terminates immediately since there exists no 
axiom t = r of PROG to which a context of sort id can be applied and 
therefore the condition (#) is not satisfied. 
l First argument of plus : exp x exp + exp. 
(4) Since eval(z,, s) E {z,,~,~~, z,,,}u {eval(z,,,, s)} we continue with (5). 
(5) PROG-IMPLu {eval(a+,, s) = eval(P+ s)I+eval(plus(a,,,, e), s) 
= eval( a_, s) + eval( e, s) = eval(p,,, s) + eval( e, s) = eval(plus(/3,,, e), s) 
l Second argument of plus and arguments of mult: Analogously. 
l First argument of . [. \ -1: e.xp x exp x id + exp. 
(4) Since eual(z,,, s) E {zhool, z,,,~} u {eual(z,,, s)} we continue with (5). 
(5) PROG-IMPLu {eval(arXP, s) = eval(P,,,, s)}F eval(a,,[e/x], s) 
= eval(a,,r, update(x, eval(e, s), s)) = eval(p,, update(x, evaf(e, s), s)) 
= ev4LJelx1, ~1. 
(Note that here and in all following cases there is no restriction for the use 
of the “hypothesis” eval(q,r, s) = eval(p,,, s) in the derivation since the 
sort state of the variable s does not belong to the sorts of PROG and hence 
can be instantiated by arbitrary terms of sort state.) 
l Second argument of. [ .\ .]: exp x exp x id + exp: Similar to the first argument of 
.[.\.I. 
l Third argument of . [. \ .] : exp x exp x id + exp: Analogously to the case of idexp. 
l First argument of [fexp- then. e1se.j : boo1 x exp x exp + exp. 
(4) Since zboO, E {zboo,, z,,,} u {eval(z,,, s)} we continue with (5). 
(5) PROG-IMPL u {(Y,,<>~, = pbon,} + eval(zfexp ~~~~~~ then e, else e2 _ti, s) 
= eval( zfexp Phool then e, else ez j, s). 
l Second argument of ifexp. then. e1se.j : boo1 x exp x exp + exp. 
(4) Since eval( z,.Xp, s) E {z,&, z,,,} u {eval(z,,, s)} we continue with (5). 
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(5) We can easily show that PROG-IMPLu {evul(c+,, s) = eval(p,, s)}t 
eval( ifexp b then cz+ else eJi, s) = euaZ( ifexp b then ,Oex,, else ej, s) for any 
ground term b of sort boo1 by distinguishing the cases where b reduces to 
the term true or to the term false (since PROG-IMPL is sufficiently complete 
over BOOL). 
l Third argument of ifexp. then- e1se.j : boo1 x exp x exp + exp: Analogously. 
This finishes the call of proof2 for the context evuZ(z,,, s) (which has been 
initiated in step (E) of the algorithm proof for the argument of val: exp+ nut). 
(d) First argument of value : prog x exp + nat. 
(D) We select the context trans(+._., s) with a variable s of sort state. 
Since PROG-IMPLk vulue(zPrOg, e’) = eval(e’, trans(z,,,, init)), obviously 
P rmnscz,,O,,sd~) implies P~a~ud~p,Op,~~~ (c) for any context c of sort prog (e’ is a 
variable of sort exp not occurring in the axioms of PROG). 
(E) Call of proof2 for the input specifications PROG and PROG-IMPL, for the 
context truns( zprvg, s) and for the set of contexts C = {zboO,, z ,,}. 
According to the definition of proof2 we perform the following steps (note that 
condition (#) is satisfied for so=prog). 
Step (1). It is enough to show that for all axioms t = r of PROG\PROG-IMPL 
with terms t, r of sort prog, PROG-IMPLk trans( t, s) = trans(r, s) holds. 
PROG-IMPLI- trans( p ; nop, s) = truns( nop, truns( p, s)) = truns( p, s). 
PROG-IMPL/- truns(nop;p, s) = trans(p, trans(nop, s)) = trans(p, s). 
PROG-IMPLk truns(p,;p,);p,, s) = trans(p3, trans(p,;p,, s)) 
= trans( p3, truns( p2, truns( pl, s))) 
= trans(p2;p3, trans(p,, s)) = trans(p,; (P2;P3), s). 
Step (2). We have to consider all (nonconstant) function symbols of PROG with 
result sort prog. These are: . ;. , ’ := *, if then. else.3 and for. 
Step (3). For each of these function symbols we distinguish all possible argument 
positions: 
l First argument of . ; . : prog x prog + prog. 
(4) Since trans(z,,,,, s) E {zbool, z,,,,} u { truns(z,,,, s)} we continue with (5). 
(5) PROG-IMPLu{truns(c~,,,,, s) = truns(&,,,, s>>t- truns(a,,;p, s) 
= truns(p, trans(aprog, s)) = rruns(p, truns(&,, s)) = truns(&,,;p, s). 
l Second argument of . ;. : prog x prog + prog. 
(4) Since truns(z,,,,, s) E {zboOl, z,,,} u { trans(z,,,, s)} we continue with (5). 
(5) PROG-IMPLu { truns( apmg, s) = trans(&O,, s)}k trans(p; crprog, s) 
= truns(cu,,, trans(p, s)) = trans(&,, trans(p, s)) = truns(p;&,,, s). 
l First argument of . := . : id x exp + prog: Analogously to the case of idexp above. 
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l Second argument of . := . : id x exp + prog. 
(4) Since there exists no context of the form c[z,,] in {z,,~~,,, z,,,} u { t~uns(z,,,,,, s)} 
we continue with (6). 
(6) We select (as before) the context euaZ(z,,,, s). Since PROG-IMPL+ fauns 
(i:= z,,~, s) = update( i, eval(z,,, s), s), obviously PeuarCZ,,,,rj(~) implies 
P ,ranc,: -=‘,, .y,(c) for any context c of sort exp. 
(7) Call of proof2 for the input specifications PROG and PROG-IMPL, for the 
context evul( z_, s) and for the set of contexts C = {zhoO,, z ,,, t~un.s(z,,,, s)} 
terminates successfully since this is (apart from the larger set C) the same 
call of proof2 as in step (E) of proof for the argument of uul: exp + nut (see 
above). 
l First argument of zy then. else.3 : exp x prog x prog + prog: Works analogously to 
the second argument of the assignment * := . whereby again the context evaZ(z,,, s) 
can be selected since PROG-IMPLt- truns(ifz,, thenp, elsepzji, s) = 
ifstute(eval(z,,,, s) = 0) then trans(p,, s) else truns(p,, s)ji. 
l Second argument of if then. elseaji : exp x prog x prog + prog. 
(4) Since trans(z,,,,, s) E {zboo,, z,,,} u {truns(z,,,,, s)} we continue with (5). 
(5) PROG-IMPLu {truns(a,,,,, s) = trun.s(&,,, s)}l- truns(if e then CY,,~~~ else p 
ji, s) = $stute(evul(e, s) = 0) then truns(a,,,,, s) else truns( p, s) ji = 
i$state(evaf(e, s) = 0) then truns(&,,, s) else truns(p, s) ji = truns( if e then 
P PFc,R else P 3, s). 
l Third argument of if then. else.3 : exp x prog x prog + prog: Analogously. 
l First argument of for : nut x prog + prog. 
(4) Since z,?,, E {zboo,, z,,,} u {truns(z,,,,,, s)}, we continue with (5). 
(5) PROG-IMPLu {ati,, = &,,)I- trans(for(a,,,, p), s) = trans(fnr(P,,,, P), s). 
l Second argument of for : nut x prog -+ prog: 
(4) Since truns(z,,,,, s) E {z,,~,~,,, z,,,} u { truns(z,,,,, s)} we continue with (5). 
(5) It is enough to show that PROG-IMPLu {truns(a,,,,, s) = truns(&,, s)}t- 
truns(for(n, aprog), s) = truns(for(n, /3prc,K), s) for all ground terms n of sort 
nut. Since all ground terms of sort nut can be reduced by the axioms of 
PROG-IMPL to a normal form “0-t 1 + . . . + 1” we can prove this equation 
by induction on the structure of n. 
- n=o: 
PROG-IMPLu { truns(a,,,,, s) = truns(P,,,,, s)}i- 
truns(for(0, ~~~~~~~~ s) 
= truns(ifnutexp(0) thennopeZsea,,,,,;for(O-l,a,,,,)j,s)=... 
(since PROG-IMPL+(evul(nutexp(O), s) = 0) = true) 
= truns(nop, s) =. . . = truns(for(0, LJprog), s). 
- n+n+l: 
PROG-IMPLu { truns(aprog, s) = trun.s(&,,,, s)}F 
truns(for(n + 1, c+,~), s) 
= truns( if nutexp( n + 1) then nop else CI,,~~,~ ; for( n, apruK) _& S) = . . . 
(since PROG-IMPLI-(evuZ(nutexp(n + l), s) = 0) = false) 
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= fr~n4~,,,, ;for(n, qropg), s) 
= trandb-(n, ~~~~~~~ trun4+,,, s)) 
= transVor(n, cfprog), tr~n~(Ppro,, s)) 
(using the induction hypothesis for n) 
= trans(for(n, Bprog), fr~ns(P,,,,, s)) = - * . 
= truns(for(n + 1, Pprog), s). 
This finishes the call of proof2 for the context truns(z,,,,, s) (which has been 
initiated in step (E) of the algorithm proof for the first argument of value : prog x 
exp + nut. We continue with the execution of proof 
(e) Second argument of value : prog x exp -, nut. 
(D) We select again the context evul(z,,, s). Since PROG- 
IMPLt vulue(p’, z,,~) = evul(z,XP, truns(p’, init)), obviously Peuar(z,,,,sj(~) implies 
P ualuecpt,z,,p,( c) for any context c of sort exp ( p’ is a variable of sort prog not occurring 
in the axioms of PROG). 
(E) Call of proof2 for the input specifications PROG and PROG-IMPL, for the 
context evul( z,_, s) and forthe set of contexts C = {zbool, z,,,} terminates successfully 
since this is the same call of proof2 as in the case of the function symbol vu1 : exp + nut 
above. 
Now, all steps of the semi-algorithm are performed and we have shown that 
PROG-IMPL is a behavioural implementation of PROG. 
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